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Abstract

Currently, preferential packet handling in transport networks is based solely upon application-level Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. No preferential packet handling is based upon the importance of the information being carried by the network. In
future transport networks, packet handling should provide preferential transport to important, high precedence traffic, specifically
during conditions of resource scarcity, e.g., network overload conditions, while simultaneously satisfying packet scheduling required
to meet application QoS needs. We propose and analyze an approach to supporting both Precedence and Preemption (P&P) and
QoS handling in common transport infrastructures. Precedence has to do with the relative importance of the information content
while preemption has to do with mechanisms to deny lower precedence traffic access to network resources in favor of higher
precedence traffic, when necessary. Our approach to this duality is to enhance Active Queue Management (AQM) techniques to
provide P&P capabilities and rely upon standard, well studied QoS schedulers, e.g., Weighted Round Robin, Class-Based Fair
Queuing, etc., for handling QoS requirements. We refer to this combination as a Precedence-Enabled Per Hop Behavior (PHB). In
this way, when operating under engineered loads, the well known scheduling algorithms support high quality QoS for applications.
Under network congestion situations, the enhanced AQM layer provides the necessary P&P preferential packet handling favoring
high Precedence-Level (P-L) information. Our scheme allows low order queues (within the context of QoS handling) to plead up
to the next higher order queue for help in alleviating queue congestion under periods of communication link overload. We refer
to our scheme as the Cross Queue-AQM (CQ-ACM) Scheme. Our scheme can be extended to higher numbers of queues and any
type of scheduler in a straightforward manner.

Through extensive simulation studies, we investigate the performance of our CQ-AQM scheme under heavy traffic limits,
where preemption is required. The performance metrics of interest to our analysis are packet delay, packet loss and throughput as
a function of the packet QoS class and P-L. We also define here two new metrics of merit, which are specific to P&P considerations.
These are the Gain, which measures the benefit of the P-L handling to the high P-L traffic, and the System Efficiency, which
measures the lost total system capacity due to implementation of P-L handling.

Our studies concentrated on both flow controlled and non-flow controlled traffic, as well as mixed traffic conditions. Our
simulation results show that our algorithms performed extremely well. We find that the application of our CQ-AQM scheme on
top of standard QoS scheduling is effective in simultaneously supporting QoS and P&P transport and assures the delivery of high
precedence traffic under all ranges of traffic loads and traffic types studied. So our local CQ-AQM scheme, which is extremely
simple to implement and extends to all types of existing QoS schedulers, is an extremely useful tool in the overall architecture
for packet-based, precedence-enabled, future transport services.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world’s economy is becoming more and more reliant upon the development of a reliable, resilient communications
capability. In particular, future networks are expected to deliver services during emergency situations resulting in periods
of extreme network stress. During periods of emergency, the communications infrastructure must be capable of providing
preferential delivery of information based upon the end user’s indication of the importance of the information, as indicated by
the message Precedence-Level (P-L). Network capabilities should exist to allow for preemption of less important traffic during
these periods. Else, packet transport networks will likely suffer general collapse of capabilities during network stress, resulting
in no useful data delivery.

Most work to improve the reliability of packet-transport services, e.g., the Internet, concentrate on a) capacity planning
methods to attempt to maintain adequate network capacity during all times, and b) redundant network design to improve fault
tolerance. Little to no work focuses upon the development of a Precedence and Preemption (P&P) capability and supporting
protocols to ensure graceful degradation of network goodput during periods of network overload. Precedence has to do with
the relative importance of the information content while preemption has to do with mechanisms to deny lower precedence
traffic access to network resources in favor of higher precedence traffic, when necessary.

In order to support P&P, the all-Internet Protocol (IP) packet-based transport network must develop new packet handling
and forwarding algorithms to simultaneously support application QoS and content importance P&P requirements. Work exists
in the literature on the design of forwarding algorithms, commonly referred to as Per Hop Behaviors (PHB), to meet the QoS
requirements of applications, e.g., [3] [16]. However, to date, little work exists to design PHB algorithms which simultaneously
deliver QoS to applications and P&P transport to information.
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Experience in providing P&P capabilities in communications services falls primarily into two camps, i.e., traditional telephony
services, e.g., the ITU-T’s Multi-Level Precedence and Preemption (MLPP) Service [14], and message handling services, e.g.,
the US Department of Defense’s (DOD’s) Automated Message Handling System (AMHS) and others. A straightforward
mapping of these onto an all-IP, packet-based transport network like the Internet is problematic. The MLPP Service handles
precedence through signaling to indicate the P-L and notification and resource reservation for assured delivery. However, this
approach fails for non-session oriented applications and does not support in-band signaling architectures like those discussed
for emergency and military network deployments. Message handling systems maintain the entire message as an atomic unit
(i.e., they do not segment the messages and multiplex with data from other messages) and provide preferential queuing and
scheduling to high P-L messages. However, packet queuing and scheduling in IP networks is designed to maintain QoS for
applications, where message segmentation and multiplexing are required for efficient networking and timely packet delivery.
Current PHBs defined within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), see, e.g., [1] [9], address QoS forwarding but not
P-L handling.

In a general service IP transport network, the packet handling must provide preferential transport to high P-L traffic under
all networking conditions, specifically conditions of resource scarcity, e.g., network overload conditions, while simultaneously
satisfying packet scheduling required to meet application QoS needs. Our approach to this duality is to enhance Active Queue
Management (AQM) techniques to provide P&P capabilities and rely upon standard, well studied QoS schedulers, e.g., Weighted
Round Robin, Class-Based Fair Queuing, etc., for handling QoS requirements. In this way, when operating under engineered
loads the well known scheduling algorithms support high quality QoS for all applications. Under network congestion situations,
the enhanced AQM layer provides the necessary P&P preferential packet handling and assured delivery to high P-L information.
Also, our approach here concentrates on local processing only, which we feel is a necessary starting condition for a robust QoS
and P&P handling in general and diverse IP-network deployment. As such it is highly relevant to wireless Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks (MANETs) where non-local, reservation-based schemes for P&P are bound to fail due to the network dynamics. As
well, it naturally handles non-flow based applications in both broadband wired and low bandwidth wireless networks.

The tricky part to developing an enhanced AQM scheme for P&P handling is to prevent the possibility of Precedence
Inversion while simultaneously achieving a high system efficiency. Precedence Inversion occurs when low precedence, delay
and jitter sensitive application traffic overloads the communications resource causing high precedence, non-delay sensitive
traffic to be discarded. To avoid this situation, the enhanced AQM capability must act across the entire interface buffer and
not solely within individual queues partitioning the buffer due to QoS schedulers. In this paper, we define a new P&P metric,
the System Efficiency, which is defined as a measure of the system’s ability to limit losses incurred at the benefit of higher
precedence traffic. We define and report our efficiency measure in our analysis, as well as another new P&P metric called
Gain described below.

In [5], we proposed a simple and relatively straightforward scheme for coordinating packet queue admissions across all queues
comprising the communications interface buffer. Our scheme allows low order queues (within the context of QoS scheduling)
to plead up to the next higher order queue for help in alleviating queue congestion under periods of communication link
overload. We refer to our enhanced PHB as the Cross Queue - Active Queue Management (CQ-AQM) scheme. We provided
an initial modeling and simulation study of our CQ-AQM scheme under a range of traffic loads, traffic models and schedulers,
see [5] [6]. In this paper, we present our full set of simulation results which more fully analyze the impact of our CQ-AQM
scheme in the presence of various traffic models including both flow controlled, i.e., TCP sources, and non-flow controlled,
i.e., UDP sources, and mixed flow controlled types.

The performance metrics of interest to our analysis are packet delay, packet loss and packet throughput as a function of
the packet QoS class and P&P level. We also introduce two new metrics specific to P&P studies. These are referred to as
the system Gain and the system System Efficiency. The gain measures the benefit of preemption to the flow in question. The
system efficiency measures the system’s overall ability to support precedence handling without incurring excessive losses at
the expense of lower precedence levels. We report these metrics for a strict priority queuing QoS scheduling algorithm. This
scheduler represents a standard scheduler and is a reasonable starting point for investigations of impact on flow-controlled
traffic sources. We concentrate on a somewhat simplified buffering and packet handling system, i.e. a two queue and two
precedence-level packet handling system. It is conceptually easy to see how to extend our packet handling schemes to more
complex, more realistic scenarios. Our studies indicate that the application of our CQ-AQM scheme on top of standard QoS
scheduling is effective in simultaneously supporting QoS and P&P transport for UDP, TCP and mixed traffic sources.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe in detail our proposed CQ-AQM system for
joint QoS and P&P handling and provide context for our interest in Precedence-Enabled PHBs. In Section III we describe
our traffic models and simulation tools for the analysis presented in this paper. In Section IV we present our results for three
different traffic mixes, i.e., UDP-only, TCP-only and mixed UDP and TCP traffic. In Section V we discuss previous, related
work in the field of P&P services in communications networks. In Section VI we end with our conclusions and projections
for future work.
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Fig. 1. The baseline scheduler and cross-queue active queue management scheme.

II. APPROACH AND CONTEXT

Most work addressing precedence handling in packet networks attempt to strictly emulate precedence handling in circuit-based
voice networks, like the MLPP Service. This body of work relies solely upon signaling and reservation protocols to manage the
scarce networking resources during overload situations. However, these service approaches are applicable to constant bit-rate,
flow-oriented applications like Voice over IP (VoIP). A large proportion of the evolving data applications in the commercial,
financial, emergency and military networks are not flow based. Even for flow-based, constant bit-rate applications, network
architectures discussed within the military and emergency services context rely upon common data transport integrated with
signaling, i.e., in-band signaling. For end-to-end precedence handling the P&P architectures must support precedence handling
of the signaling messages as well as the application data. Also, other infrastructure services, e.g., Domain Name Service (DNS),
Mobile IP, etc., require appropriate precedence handling. These cannot be supported through reservation mechanisms. Finally,
it is well understood that a critical component of emergency and military networks will rely upon wireless mobile ad-hoc
networks (MANETs). In these environments, due to their high mobility and dynamic communication channels, signaling and
reservation protocols are not viable. Hence, we come to the conclusion that the underlying packet transport network must be
precedence aware and that local packet handling methods are required to support the new P&P services. This does not say that
signaling and reservation protocols are not important in the architecture. Instead, we believe that architectures cannot solely
rely upon reservation techniques. These arguments are more fully discussed in [4] [8] and [7].

Hence, we have embarked upon a program to investigate the ability of local packet handling methods to provide aspects of
P&P. Local methods for precedence handling include new definitions of Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs), which would simultaneously
support application QoS and content importance P&P. Local methods also include mechanisms for precedence handling feedback
to applications so that they react appropriately in overload situations. Other local methods are required for an end-to-end P&P
transport architecture [7]. In this work we focus solely on the development of new PHBs.

We referred to our scheme in [5] as the Cross Queue-AQM (CQ-ACM) Scheme. This is illustrated in Figure 1 in the context
of a two queue priority scheduler. The thresholds indicated by (a) and (b) are thresholds which trigger discarding of lower P-L
traffic within the specific queues where they are triggered. The threshold indicated by (c) is a cross queue threshold which
causes the higher priority queue to discard low P-L traffic regardless of the current state of the high priority queue. This
trigger, or threshold, allows the system to triage the packet handling somewhat independent of the QoS, or scheduling, of the
packets. Instead, the overall system attempts to handle the packets according to their precedence indications when having to
make decisions with respect to packet discarding in local overload situations. Our scheme can be extended to higher numbers
of queues and alternative QoS schedulers in a straightforward manner; it is not limited to the simple two queue system we use
here for Modeling and Simulation (M&S) purposes.

III. MODELS AND SIMULATION

We developed a simulation model in order to assess the performance of our CQ-AQM scheme for handling precedence tagged
traffic. Because this represents an initial study of new PHBs, we were interested in assessing performance under a broad range
of traffic models, queuing arrangements, scheduling algorithms and drop policies. We felt the best way to accomplish this is to
begin with a small simulation model of a single PHB. In this section we describe our methodology, simulation model, arrival
and service processes, and scheduling and drop policies investigated.

A. Methodology

For simplicity of discussion and presentation, we assume only two levels of QoS, i.e., q = 1 indicating high priority class, and
q = 0 indicating low priority treatment. The mechanism to extend our method to more QoS levels is relatively straightforward.
This requires each lower QoS-level queue the ability to indicate/request preemption services from the higher-level queues.
“Priority treatment” can mean strict priority, or preferential scheduling based upon a Weighted Round Robin or Deficit Round
Robin scheme. Note that priority treatment is fundamentally different than precedence treatment. We assume only two levels
of precedence, i.e., p = 1 indicating high importance, and p = 0 indicating low importance. Associated with each QoS class
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is a queue, which is serviced according to the specific scheduler under consideration. We then compare the performance of
the various traffic types, i.e., (p, q) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), for the case of no AQM versus the case of having the
CQ-AQM scheme. We also track the system delay, loss, throughput, gain and system efficiency for the various traffic types.
For simplicity, we compute our metrics of interest as seen by the arriving packets, hence we present packet averages for these
metrics.

For our initial studies, we investigate the following active queue management scheme implemented on top of the strict priority
scheduler. Both queues maintain a counter reflecting the number of packets within their queues. Each queue is configured with
a threshold, i.e., Thigh and Tlow respectively, where Thigh ≤ Bhigh and Tlow ≤ Blow. Here, Bhigh is the size (in terms of
packets) of the high priority queue and Blow is the size (in terms of packets) of the low priority queue. Class q = 0 feeds
the low priority queue and class q = 1 feeds the high priority queue. Further we model only two P-Ls, where p = 1 gets
preferential treatment over p = 0. In the event that the buffer occupancy of the low priority queue equals or exceeds Tlow, then
the active queue management denies access to all packets with q = 0 and p = 0. In the event that the buffer occupancy of the
high priority queue equals or exceeds Thigh, then the active queue management denies access to all packets with q = 1 and
p = 0. In the event that the buffer occupancies drop below their local thresholds, then their respective active queue management
allows all P-L traffic access to the queues 1.

These per-queue thresholds help address the problem of preemption within each queue, but there are cases where low
QoS class data is tagged high P-L and high QoS class voice is tagged low P-L and we need to be able to communicate
a low priority threshold event to the high priority buffer management in order to prevent P-L inversion. To prevent this
situation from happening, we implement one additional threshold in the low priority queue, i.e., T (cross−queue)

low , where Tlow ≤
T

(cross−queue)
low ≤ Blow. When the buffer occupancy of the low priority queue equals or exceeds T (cross−queue)

low , then the high
priority queue management scheme causes all low P-L traffic to the high priority queue to be dropped. The activity remains in
effect until the buffer occupancy in the low priority queue drops below Tlow. When we set Tlow = T

(cross−queue)
low = Blow and

Thigh = Bhigh, then we effectively disable the active queue management and recover the standard two finite queue priority
model. The strict priority scheduler always checks the high priority queue and services all packet in queue prior to servicing
a packet in the low priority queue.

For this work, we wrote a small custom simulation program in C++. The structure is that of a simple discrete event
simulator with event heap and objects implementing the distributions that drive a given simulation run. We have the capability
of instantiating as many arrival objects as necessary to achieve a given utilization level at the queue. The fact that the simulator
is a custom program allows us to implement non-standard queue management mechanisms and to have exact control over what
information is collected in the course of the simulation. It also allowed us to incorporate objects implementing the empirical
distributions very easily.

To simplify Verification and Validation (V&V) of the simulation model, we built the scheduler upon the Heap Structure
provided by C++’s Standard Template Library. Further, as the simulation was developed, we began by first building simple
queueing models, e.g., M/M/1, M/G/1, M/M/1/K, with known analytic solutions to compare the simulation results against for
simulation validation. As we built the various arrival processes, these were tested against known results for specific process
configurations, e.g., multiple Poisson Arrival processes were compared against results of a single Poisson Arrival process with
equivalent arrival loads. Finally, the simulation code was independently reviewed in order to provide verification of the final
code version.

Three different sets of arrival processes were used to drive the simulation experiments: one process type simulates Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) Voice over IP (VoIP) UDP-based traffic, one process type simulates non-flow controlled data UDP-based
traffic and one process type simulates flow controlled, TCP-based data. The CBR model was designed to emulate a G.729a
codec running over RTP/UDP with silence suppression enabled2. As such, it uses a constant packet size of 68 bytes and is an
on-off process. The on-times are exponentially distributed with a mean of 200 milliseconds, and the off-times are exponentially
distributed with a mean of 133 milliseconds; approximating talk-spurts and silence periods. The packet generation rate when
the model is in an on-state is one packet every 20 ms, which is a typical packetization interval for codecs/gateways used for
digitized voice. This essentially generates a UDP-based traffic stream of 2.0 Kilo-Bytes per second (KBps).

The UDP-based data stream is modeled by an exponentially distributed packet size with a mean of 100 bytes, and an arrival
process that alternates between two states, according to a Markov Chain. The states are a higher-intensity state, where the
average inter-arrival time is 460µseconds and a lower-intensity state where the average inter-arrival time is 46 milliseconds. In
both states the inter-arrival times are also exponentially distributed. In the high-intensity state, the probability of transitioning to
the low-intensity state is 0.011 and the probability of going from the low-intensity state to the high-intensity one is 0.091. This
essentially generates a UDP-based traffic stream of 20 Kilo-Bytes per second (KBps) and a coefficient of variation, defined as
the ratio of the standard deviation of the inter-arrival times divided by its mean, of 2.0. This represents a very bursty traffic

1Clearly it is desirable to implement different upper and lower thresholds for this queue management scheme to prevent thrashing. However, for our initial
studies and to simplify the initial analysis we implement this single threshold strategy. Later on we will implement the two threshold scheme to eliminate
thrashing.

2Certainly various VoIP codecs and protocol stacks will be deployed within the military and emergency services networks. Our choice of a G.729a is merely
for illustrative purposes. Future studies will investigate other codec types
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source.
We also modeled a TCP traffic source implementing a selective acknowledgment scheme as analyzed in [2]. We chose this

specific variant of TCP because of its superior performance in wireless networks. We are extremely interested in developing
a viable P&P architecture for wireless, MANETs for emergency and military applications, where local processing intelligence
is necessary due to the network dynamics. However, we expect our results and conclusions to be generally applicable to other
TCP variants. Our TCP traffic process implements TCP congestion management, i.e., Slow Start, selective acknowledgment,
and is configured with a maximum window size, which we set to 4096 bytes and a maximum segment size of 512 bytes, for
this study. Multiple instances of the TCP source are configurable in our simulation tool, as well as for the other traffic sources.
The load offered by each TCP source is determined by the maximum window size, the network buffer size, network loss and
delay statistics, P-L handling and background load.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present our modeling and simulation results. We used our flexible simulation modeling facility to develop
three traffic scenarios. The first traffic scenario consists of only UDP traffic, the next consists of only TCP flow-controlled
data traffic. We then develop a mixed traffic scenario, basically adding TCP flow-controlled traffic onto our mixed VoIP and
bursty, non-flow controlled UDP-based data traffic.

For each of these traffic scenarios, we concentrate on the ability of our CQ-AQM scheme to support the UDP and TCP-flows
under overload conditions. The metrics for the UDP and TCP traffic which we investigate include throughput, delay, loss, gain
and system efficiency. These are defined as follows:
• Throughput – for each TCP flow, the throughput is defined as the number of packets acknowledged divided by the total

simulation time. All TCP flows continuously transmit over the duration of the simulation runs.
• Delay – for each traffic class, the packet delay is defined as the time the packet completed service within the packet

scheduler, including any necessary queuing delays, minus the time the packet was received by the scheduler. The simulation
model includes a propagation delay modeling down stream networking delays, but this time is not included into the
definition of the delay. The traffic class is defined by the P-L and QoS type indications.

• Loss – for each traffic class, the packet loss is defined as the number of packets discarded by the queue management
divided by the total number of packets offered to the queue management.

• Gain – for TCP flows, we define the gain as the ratio of the realized throughput to the throughput achieved in the case of
no preemption. The gain should be greater than unity for applications with higher P-L and less than unity for applications
with lower P-L.

• Efficiency – for TCP flows, we define the system efficiency as the average throughput of all P-L flows relative to the
throughput achieved in the absence of preemption. An ideal preemption algorithm should achieve an efficiency of unity.

In the remainder of this section, we separately present simulation results for three cases, i.e., UDP-only flows, TCP-only
flows and mixed UDP/TCP flows.

A. UDP-Only Results

We first investigate performance of our PHB model under smooth traffic conditions, where we tune the data sources to be
Poisson, for the strict priority scheduler. We define a voice and data stream pair according to the traffic models discussed
earlier. Our lowest offered load results are for a single pair of independent voice and data streams. For this single pair, we set
their packets to carry p = 1. Then we increase the offered load by adding additional, identical arrival process pairs, except
that the packets for the additional arrival processes are labeled with p = 0. For example, one set of runs consists of 6 arrival
process pairs. There are six G.729a like voice streams and six 20 KBps data streams. One each of the voice and data streams
are labeled p = 1 while the rest are labeled p = 0. The voice streams carry a QoS class marking of unity and the data streams
carry a QoS class marking of zero. The overall offered load for this case is roughly 68.8% utilization of the DS-1 rate (i.e.,
1.544 Mega bits per second (Mbps)) server.

We sized the buffers by running simulations until we found a buffer size that yielded a loss rate of about 1/1000 in the
low priority queue. This resulted in a buffer size of 12 packets for low priority. We then (rather arbitrarily) set the size of
the high priority buffer to 4. We ran a series of simulation studies with these buffer sizes with and without the active queue
management scheme enabled for increasing levels of offered load. Each simulation ran for 100 seconds of simulation time and
handled over 105 packet departures. Data in the plots represent the average of ten independent simulation runs.

In Figure 2, we show plots of the mean system delay and loss per QoS Class, i.e., q = 0 or 1, and per precedence-level,
p = 0 or 1. The Left Hand Side (LHS) plots show the results when no active queue management is implemented. Here there
is no discrimination between p = 0 or 1 traffic. We ran several scenarios ranging from an offered load of 10% to a high of
roughly 115%. Because the data traffic is relatively smooth, the buffer sizes are small and the resulting delays are small as
well. The high priority delays are significantly smaller than the low priority delays. The high precedence traffic is generated by
one CBR flow and one data flow. The Right Hand Side (RHS) plots show the corresponding system delay and loss when the
active queue management is configured. Here we set Thigh = 3 packets, Tlow = 8 packets, and T (cross−queue)

low = 10 packets,
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Fig. 2. Example delay (upper) and loss (lower) behavior without (left) and with preemption (right) for the Poisson data model.

We see little change in the delays for the voice streams. For the data streams we see a slight decrease in the delays. As well,
we see that the system is now discriminating between the different P-L traffic.

Figure 2 shows the loss results on the bottom set of plots for the same set of simulation runs. As for the delay plots, the
LHS plot show the results with no active queue management. Here we see packet losses in the low priority queue equally for
both the P-L 0 and 1 traffic. Clearly, this is not a desirable result. The RHS plot show the results when the CQ-AQM scheme
is configured. Here we see a slight increase in the loss probability for the voice and data streams tagged P-L equal 0, while
the loss probability for the voice and data streams tagged P-L equal 1 is zero. This is the desired effect.

We now increase the burstiness in the traffic profiles. Here we set the Coefficient of Variation (Cv) for the data streams to
2.0, and repeat the process we followed above. We again made a set of simulation runs to size the buffers. This resulted in the
low priority buffer size being set to 750 packets. We set Thigh = 3 packets, Tlow = 500 packets, and T (cross−queue)

low = 625
packets. This large increase in the buffer size over the previous case is due to the increase in the burstiness of the arrival
process.

Figure 3 shows the results for the system delay and loss in the simulation runs. The LHS plots show the case where no
active queue management exists. The RHS plots show the comparable results with CQ-AQM configured. Of course, the actual
delays have increased significantly over the previous simulation runs. However, the results are qualitatively similar. Turning
on CQ-AQM slightly reduces the delays seen by the data packets. When active queue management is configured the loss
probability for all P-L tagged traffic is zero. The P-L zero tagged traffic shows a slight increase in their losses for both QoS
class zero and one.

We also ran a set of studies where we modeled a Deficit Round Robin scheduler as described in [13]. A summary of all of
our results for UDP-only traffic, is found in Table IV-A. Here we present only the loss metrics for the various configurations
for the case where the offered load was the maximum studied, i.e., an offered load of approximately 115%. For the case of the
Deficit Round Robin scheduler, we ran two different sets of quantum sizes, i.e., QuantumHigh = 70 and QuantumLow = 7
or 70. We left the arrival processes and the buffer sizes and thresholds to be the same as for the previous strict priority scheduler
and bursty traffic arrival processes. For each configuration listed in the table, the first row shows results for the case of no
AQM and the second row shows the results for the CQ-AQM PHB. The results for the packet losses for the Deficit Round
Robin cases are very similar to our previous simulation results; the CQ-AQM scheme is very effective in avoiding precedence
inversion and protects the high precedence traffic regardless of QoS level.
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Fig. 3. Packet delay (upper) and loss (lower) behavior without (left) and with CQ-AQM (right) for the data model with Cv = 2.

Traffic Model Scheduler Losses (ppt)
(1,1) (1,0) (0,1) (0,0)

CBR+Poisson Strict 0.4 191.0 0.1 196.0
0 0 0 256.0

CBR+CV=2 Strict 0 136.2 0.2 135.3
0 0 1.6 224.6

Deficit 0 96.9 0.2 101.3
(70&7) 0 0 1.4 144.6

Deficit 0 106.4 0.1 106.6
(70&70) 0 0 1.3 215.0

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF LOSS RESULTS FOR THE CASES SIMULATED.

B. TCP-Only Results

We varied the number of TCP flows from a low of 5 to a high of 10. All the flows carried a QOS level of q = 0, and so
were mapped by the scheduler into the low priority queue. A single TCP flow was tagged p = 1, while all other TCP flows
were labeled p = 0. For the preemption cases, the low priority queue size was set to 50 packets. This buffer size was somewhat
arbitrarily chosen in order to keep the packet loss rate low under most of the traffic load scenarios studied in this section. The
low threshold Tlow is set to 35 or 40 packets; two cases were investigated. The high threshold setting was irrelevant to this
set of simulation runs. The cross-queue low threshold T (cross−queue)

low was set to 45 packets. For the non-preemption cases, all
thresholds were set to the total buffer size, effectively reducing the system to a Tail Drop system.

These thresholds were somewhat arbitrarily chosen to illustrate the impact of service disciplines on packet level metrics.
Ideally we should be able to derive optimal threshold settings based upon derived expressions/methods. We would then evaluate
the performance of our system near these optimal settings. However, to date we do not have analytic expressions for the optimal
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Fig. 4. Simulation results showing impact of CQ-ACM on TCP Throughput (top left), Loss (top right), Delay (lower left) and Gain and System Efficiency
(lower right).

settings. In future work we hope to derive such expressions using Brownian Motion models of heavy traffic limits [11] to
define optimal threshold settings.

Figure 4 shows the results for the TCP metrics with and without the CQ-AQM scheme. The upper two plots of the throughput
set shows the TCP throughput in the presence of preemption, i.e., CQ-AQM. While the lower plot of each set shows the results
for the non-preemption cases. Obviously, as more and more flows are added to the system, the individual throughput will
decrease. For these simulation runs, the line rate or server speed is 375 pps, hence the packet service time is µ = 2.6667 ms.
The propagation delay is set to δ = 30 ms. These values are consistent with a channel bandwidth of 1.544 Mbps as before.

As mentioned earlier, we have set the maximum TCP window size to W = 4096 bytes. Hence, due to the propagation
delay, our system is window limited in the event that there is only a single TCP transmitter. However, for two or more TCP
transmitters our system becomes server rate limited. So what is observed in the bottom plot of each set is that the multiple
TCP flows are sharing the line bandwidth equally and as we add more flows the individual throughput diminish accordingly.
The upper two plots of the throughput set show the impact of our CQ-AQM scheme on the high and low P-L TCP flows
for the two different settings of the Tlow value. We see that the TCP throughput of the high P-L flows reaches a fixed value
of roughly 60 pps independent of the number of flows. While the throughput of the low P-L flows continuously decrease as
the number of flows increases. Note that at 10 or more flows, we are overloading the system in that the low priority buffer
is having to discard packets. While in all cases the line utilization is close to 100% due to the aggressive nature of the TCP
flows.

The upper right plot in Figure 4 shows the impact of the CQ-AQM scheme on the TCP losses. Given the maximum window
size and the fact that the low priority buffer is 50 packets, there should be no packet loss for 7 or less transmitters, while we
should observe packet loss for 8 or more transmitters. This is indeed what we observe in the figure. As before, the bottom plot
of the loss set show the results for no preemption, while the two upper plots show the results for the two preemption cases.
We see that without preemption, both the low and high P-L TCP flows suffer packet losses which increase as the number of
flows increase. However, when we invoke the CQ-AQM scheme, the high P-L TCP flows no longer suffer packet losses; hence
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their throughput correspondingly increase. Now all the packet losses are incurred by the low P-L TCP flows, as desired.
From Figure 4, we see that the delays initially increase as we increase the number of flows and as the buffer occupancy

increases. However, the delays reach a plateau at a number of flows in excess of 8 due to the maximum window sizes of the
flows and the low priority queue’s buffer size. Comparing the results for the delays versus the throughput you will notice a
strict relationship between the results for the high P-L flows. In this case, when preemption is implemented, the high P-L flows
no longer are sharing the line rate with the low P-L flows. Instead, the high precedence flows become window limited with
the invocation of preemption and their throughput is determined by the well known windowing expression, i.e., T = W/RT
where T is the flow throughput, W is the maximum window size and RT is the round trip delay for the flow’s packets
(including the propagation delay). Once the high P-L flows achieve their window limited rates, the low P-L TCP flows must
share the remaining bandwidth. Hence, due to the finite delays due to the finite buffer sizes, the throughput of the high P-L
TCP flows are independent of adding more low P-L TCP flows. While the throughput of the low P-L TCP flows is inversely
related to the number of additional low P-L flows added to the system. We should expect no better behavior than this for a
TCP transmitter/PHB combination having only packet loss as the feedback mechanism to the transmitter.

Finally, we consider the gain and the system efficiency for our results shown in the lower right plot in Figure 4. These
show that the CQ-AQM scheme provides a high gain for the high P-L flows while diminishing somewhat the gain for the
low P-L TCP flows, as expected. What is more interesting is the system efficiency shown in the bottom plot of the set. This
represents the penalty paid by implementing a particular preemption scheme. Ideally, we would like the system efficiency to
be unity. However, without a priori knowledge of the packet arrivals to the system, we suspect it is impossible to achieve an
efficiency of unity for situations under extreme traffic overload. We do see a slight improvement in the efficiency when we
increase the Tlow threshold from 35 to 40 packets. We have not addressed the issue of optimal design of the parameters for
specific implementations of the CQ-AQM scheme. However, perhaps it would be desirable to maximize the system efficiency
for expected traffic patterns. This area of research is deferred to future investigations.

C. Mixed Traffic Results

In this section we investigate the TCP performance within the context of a mixed traffic model. The background traffic
model we use is the model used in our previous UDP-only results above. As before, the traffic emulating VoIP flows are routed
to the high priority queue and traffic emulating bursty data applications are routed to the lower priority queue. Both traffic
types contain high and low P-L packet flows. We couple a single VoIP flow generating approximately 2.0 KBytes per second
of traffic with a single bursty data source with Cv = 2 generating roughly 20 KBytes per second of traffic. Our smallest traffic
load case is comprised of 5 TCP flows, 5 VoIP flows and 5 bursty data sources. Each flow type has one flow tagged p = 1
and four flows tagged p = 0. The TCP flows and the bursty data sources’ traffic are marked q = 0 while the VoIP flows are
marked q = 1. We then increase the background load by adding pairs of VoIP and bursty data traffic, one set at a time up
to a maximum of 10 VoIP flows and 10 bursty data sources, while keeping the number of TCP flows fixed at 5. Hence, the
background traffic represents a low of approximately 60% of the server rate up to a high of roughly 120% of the server rate
while the TCP flows generate additional traffic.

Due to the high coefficient of variation in the traffic arrival patterns for the mixed traffic model, the buffer size, particularly
for the low priority buffer had to be increased to maintain a reasonably small packet loss rates (our target loss rate was one
packet in a thousand) at engineered loads of around 60%. This is based upon the results in the UDP-only case discussed above.
Further, we investigate the CQ-AQM scheme with the same threshold settings as before. Specifically we set the Tlow = 500
packets, the T (cross−queue)

low = 650 packets, and the Thigh = 7 packets.
Figure 5 shows the impact of background load on the TCP flow metrics. As the background load increases, the TCP

throughput decreases. The most dramatic decreases are for the TCP flows with p = 0 for the case where the CQ-AQM scheme
is active. However, this case roughly tracks that of the TCP throughput for the case of no preemption. When preemption is
turned on, i.e., the CQ-AQM scheme is active, the p = 1 TCP throughput are relatively flat up to a utilization of around 90%
of the server, and then the throughput begins to decrease slightly. This p = 1 TCP throughput decrease roughly tracks the slow
increase in the p = 1 packet delays as the load increases beyond 90%.

The plot on the top right of Figure 5 shows the slight increase in the p = 1 packet delays for the case where preemption is
enabled and as the load increases beyond 90% of the service rate. The packet delays for the case of no preemption are worse
due to the fact that the CQ-AQM scheme begins packet discards when the buffer reaches 500 packets versus the total buffer
size which is 750 packets. As before, with the CQ-AQM scheme active, the high P-L TCP flows achieve throughput according
to the relationship T = W/RT , while the low P-L TCP flows have their throughput diminished due to the packet discards.

The plot on the lower left of Figure 5 shows the packet loss probability for the various traffic classifications both with and
without preemption. The middle two curves track closely and represent the packet loss rate in the absence of preemption.
When preemption is enabled, the packet loss probability for the p = 0 traffic becomes worse and the packet loss probability
for the p = 1 traffic becomes zero. This is observed in the bottom line on the plot being zero for all load cases simulated.

Finally, the plot on the lower right in Figure 5 we present the results for the gain and system efficiency for our mixed traffic
modeling. The upper plot of the set shows the gain for the low and high P-L traffic with preemption enabled. As expected
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Fig. 5. Simulation results showing impact of CQ-ACM on TCP Throughput (top left), Delay (top left), Loss (lower left) and Gain and System Efficiency
(lower right) in mixed traffic.

the gain for p = 1 traffic is greater than unity while the gain for the p = 0 traffic is less than unity. The lower plot of the
set shows the system efficiency. As before, as the load increases the overall system efficiency decreases. Further studies are
necessary to investigate optimal threshold settings for this traffic model based upon maximizing the system efficiency with
the constraint that the packet loss for the p = 1 traffic is near zero. Further, it would be interesting to investigate a dynamic
threshold setting based upon monitoring the incoming traffic characteristics. We leave these investigations for future research.

V. PREVIOUS WORK

The majority of work in the open literature on Precedence and Preemption handling fall into the category of measurements
and admission control for flow-based applications. An example work of this type is [15]. Although, we believe this represents
a reasonable starting point for implementation of P&P handling in networks, we do not believe it is the final solution. These
approaches do not address handling non-flow based applications, nor how to handle flow-based associated signaling messages
for in-band signaling architectures. Further, we believe the reliance on reservation methods in highly dynamic, emergency and
military, tactical wireless MANETs to be problematic.

There has been little or no work in the literature on the development of PHBs which are designed to simultaneously support
application QoS and content importance P&P requirements. There has been an extensive body of literature on the development
of schedulers, and hence PHBs, which support a range of application QoS requirements. This body of work includes, for
example, the work of Floyd [10], Keshav [12] [13] and others. The work on PHBs is reflected in various IETF RFCs, e.g.,
[9] and [1]. The Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB defined in [9] provides a low-jitter transport for real-time applications while
also supporting variable bit rate data applications. The Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB defined in [1] provides a set of assured
service types distinguished by levels of packet loss under engineered load conditions. It is unfortunate, that often the AF PHB
is discussed in the context of precedence handling. While it does offer distinction amongst flows through variable levels of
packet loss, these levels are not strictly ordered as often required for precedence handling and apply within the context of
a single queue. Hence, they instead should be thought of as offering a set of throughput classes to different flow controlled
applications.

We presented in [8] and [7] a more general discussion of methods, mechanisms and security issues with respect to general
precedence-enabled, packet-level, transport networks. These works help put further context to our investigations of new PHBs
and the analysis of the CQ-AQM scheme in this paper.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Future commercial, financial, emergency and military, packet-based transport networks should support Precedence-Enabled
Services. An important aspect of these P&P services in packet networks is the development of robust Per Hop Behaviors
(PHBs) which simultaneously address application QoS requirements and information content importance requirements [4] [8]
[7]. We have proposed and analyzed a natural extension to current QoS PHBs which we term the Cross-Queue Active Queue
Management (CQ-AQM) scheme. Our CQ-AQM scheme relies solely upon local information, indicated in the packet protocol
header, and hence can be used in broadband wired and low bandwidth wireless environments.

Our simulation studies showed that our local CQ-AQM PHB performed well under all scenarios. The CQ-AQM provided
assured delivery of the high precedence traffic under UDP, TCP and mixed UDP and TCP cases. The protection to high
precedence traffic was maintained even in situations where the overall system capacity was significantly exceeded. This PHB
protected the high P-L TCP throughput during overload conditions, by maintaining zero packet dropping for the p = 1 traffic.
Further, we defined two new metrics for the investigation and comparison of preemption schemes in this paper. These are the
gain and the system efficiency. The gain represents the relative increase or decrease of the TCP throughput for the preemption
mechanisms versus the comparable non-preemption results. The system efficiency represent a measure of the waste incurred
by enabling preemption over the non-preemption case. The objective is to maximize system efficiency while maintaining p = 1
loss probabilities near zero.

In future studies we plan to investigate the application of our CQ-AQM mechanism to additional schedulers previously
defined for wired networks. We further wish to investigate the application of our CQ-AQM scheme to new schedulers developed
specifically for wireless MANET network environments. Finally, we are very much interested in developing methods to define
optimal threshold settings based upon specific traffic patterns and to extend these capabilities to create adaptive threshold
settings.
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